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1. Introduction 
A commonly articulated hope in many Western societies is that people should engage 
in and do some good for their society and their fellow citizens. This hope for peoples’ 
engagement for and participation in society has often been labelled active citizenship. 
Definitions of active citizenship often state that it includes some sort of volunteer 
work; being related to specific civil society organizations (CSOs); and serving a 
common good or cause larger than the individual (cf. Hustinx 2003; van Ingen 2009).  

However, active citizenship in Scandinavia in general and Sweden in particular is 
traditionally better described as being equivalent to active membership, which in this 
context implies the emblematic blend of a formal affiliation as member with a certain 
CSO and a normative expectation that the individual also should be committed to 
volunteer for the same organization (see e.g. Lundström & Wijkström 1997; Amnå 
2007). This means that in order to be a good citizen in a country like Sweden people 
are expected to formally affiliate as members before conducting any voluntary work. 
This typical Swedish, and partly Scandinavian, perspective can be defined as a civic 
trinity uniting membership, volunteering, and citizenship (cf. Lorentzen and Hustinx 
2007).  

Processes of modernisation and individualisation are, according to established 
theories, supposed to surge from ‘below’ and gain momentum among grassroots. This 
perspective would indicate that a shift from collectivism to individualism emanates 
from values and behaviour of individuals (Habermann 2001). Consequently, there are 
scholars arguing that active citizenship is undergoing important changes in most 
Western countries. For example, from his general observation that volunteerism is 
declining, Putnam (2000) concludes that this development endangers the creation of 
social capital and thereby the entire social infrastructure of society. Others maintain 
that citizens’ participation in late-modern society is transforming into more episodic 
involvements (Hustinx 2008), which among other things would require new and more 
flexible forms for how people affiliate with CSOs (Lorentzen and Hustinx 2007).  

In contrast to these theories of individualisation, peoples’ civic participation in the 
Swedish civil society seems to be remarkably stable over time. Four Swedish national 
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surveys concerning volunteer work and informal help and care covering 1992-2009 
show that the above-mentioned typical Swedish civic trinity, which unifies member–
ship, volunteer work, and citizenship – still stands remarkable intact (Jeppsson 
Grassman 1992; Jeppsson Grassman & Svedberg 1999; Olsson, Svedberg & Jeppsson 
Grassman 2005; Svedberg, Jegermalm & von Essen 2010). Even if these results 
indicate that more traditional and collectivistic forms of volunteer work and 
membership in Sweden are intact one can, at the same time, also find empirical 
support for developments running in a somewhat opposite direction. Some of these 
changes could imply that dominating and more traditional perspectives of 
membership as a ‘container’ for voluntary work and as a vehicle for active citizenship 
are loosing their status, which might push for the invention of new forms for how 
Swedes can affiliate with and commit themselves to activities related to CSOs in the 
future (cf. Hvenmark 2008). 

This gives a contradictory situation where it may be more correct to add a 
theoretical view of modernisation and individualisation as processes that also can be 
imposed from ‘above’, by e.g. policy makers, organisational elites, and the 
institutional environment in which CSOs are embedded (cf. Hustinx 2010). In sum, 
when it comes to patterns of civic participation, contemporary Swedish civil society 
seems to be characterised by two opposite inclinations or forces – stability and more 
traditional attitudes from below and late-modern processes imposed from above. In 
this crossroad between something traditional and well-established and something 
potentially new it is urgent to reconsider our understanding of how people engage in 
society through CSOs. 

Thus, the main point in this paper is therefore to explore a possible development in 
Swedish civil society that may imply that the traditional perspective of active 
membership, i.e. the emblematic unification of membership, volunteer work, and 
citizenship, is about to fall apart, or at least change.  

We will primarily concentrate on the potential shift in which peoples’ will to 
volunteer may find new and alternative ways while classical views of membership 
becomes replaced by new forms for how to affiliate with CSOs – a development 
presumably brought about by organisational elites in response to perceived contextual 
changes. Moreover, the potential transformation that is put at the centre of attention 
here seems facilitated by the adoption of an instrumental perspective where the 
contours and content of membership appears contingent and easy to replace. Yet, as 
we argue below, the institution of membership is, in a Swedish context, by no means 
contingent or easy to replace. At least not without effects on the contemporary 
organisation and structuring of civil society in this part of the world. 
 
 
2. Purpose and disposition of the text  
This paper is concentrated around the issue of what could be the result if the formal 
membership, as a vital institutional ‘container’ for voluntary work, would disintegrate 
and be replaced by alternative forms for how individuals and CSOs are linked. Thus, 
the purpose of this paper is to explore how a shift from more traditional and 
institutionalised ways of perceiving membership and voluntary work into new, more 
flexible, forms of organisational affiliation may affect the conditions for active 
citizenship in the Swedish context.  

We will do this by using data from two in-depth studies that draw upon interview 
data concerning how membership is perceived in the Swedish civil society by 
organisational elites on the one hand and how volunteer work is perceived by 
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volunteers on the other. From this we will discuss what a change to more flexible 
forms of organisational affiliation could mean for volunteering and the structuring and 
function of CSOs.  

The research questions guiding this paper are therefore: How do CSO leaders and 
volunteers perceive organisational affiliation respectively? How will a shift from 
classical and well-established perspectives on membership to new and alternative 
forms of organisational affiliation affect volunteering and, as a consequence, the idea 
of an active citizenship.  

The first section below presents the analytical framework used to interpret the 
empirical material and enhance the final discussion of this paper. Focus in this section 
is partly directed to a few central concepts, such as membership and volunteering; 
institutional individualised volunteering, and partly to descriptions of Swedish civil 
society with its archetypical folkrörelse-tradition. The subsequent section, Method 
and empirical data, accounts for the background of the empirical material. The fourth 
section of the paper contains a presentation of the empirical material, which is 
followed by a conclusive section that ends with a discussion. 
 
 
3. Analytical framework 
 
3.1 Membership and voluntary work, two social constructs 
One important point of departure is that it is impossible to find any ‘true’ essence or 
meaning of either membership or voluntary work (for a discussion on the perceived 
meaning of volunteering see Meijs et al. 2003). Mainly because they, just as any other 
socially derived phenomenon, could be given many different but equally ‘true’ 
meanings. Thus, membership and voluntary work is here regarded to be just two of 
many other socially (re)produced phenomena whose existence is the intended or 
unintended result of an interplay between personal and common ideas and beliefs, 
social actions, institutions and context (cf. Berger and Luckmann 1967; Hacking 
1999; Swidler 2001). Yet, that is not to say that neither of these two concepts could be 
nor mean just anything. Within a certain context, it is here also assumed that they, just 
as any other socially construed phenomenon, can only be perceived in a limited 
number of ways before loosing their original meaning and start becoming something 
else. Moreover, what we make of phenomenon such as membership or voluntary work 
is, to a large extent, either enabled or impeded by cultural and structural conditions 
and features in our surrounding environment (cf. Archer 1988, 1998; Porpora 1998). 
Still, because contextual aspects have a tendency to counteract rapid changes, their 
particular character may appear rather stable even if their respective meaning in fact is 
temporal and varied when considered over longer periods of time and/or between 
disparate milieus (cf. Duverger 1951/1963; Hvenmark 2008; von Essen 2008). 
 
3.2 Swedish civil society 
A common way of making sense of civil society in Sweden and the other 
Scandinavian countries is related to the concept and practices related to the concept of 
membership. There are, for example, estimates showing that Sweden accounts for 
around 30 million memberships among its nine million citizens, which gives an 
average of about three and half memberships per capita and a top-score most 
international surveys where membership is accounted for. It has also been revealed 
that more than 90 percent or more of all Swedes have at least one such formal 
affiliation (see e.g. Peterson et al. 1989; Lundström and Svedberg 2003; Jeppson 
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Grassman & Svedberg 2007. For further international and cross-national comparisons 
see e.g. Almond and Verba 1963; Pestoff 1977; Curtis et al. 1992, McCarthy et al. 
1992; Dekker & van den Broek 1998; Baer 2007; Albrow et al. 2008). Lundström & 
Wijkström (1997: 16) take this further by concluding that: ‘Membership is thus a 
central concept for understanding the specifics of the Swedish nonprofit sector’.  

To further understand the strong unification of membership and volunteering in 
Swedish civil society it is necessary to bring in the archetypical folkörelse-tradition 
(translates to the popular mass movement tradition), which superficially can be 
described as a rather unique and highly normative discourse that since the early 20th 
century largely has come to dominate the perceptions and development of how 
collective action is organized and coordinated in Swedish civil society (Hvenmark 
and Wijkström 2004; Hvenmark 2008). The idea of folkrörelse emerged in Sweden 
alongside the development of organizations that had their roots in classical social 
movements such as the Free Church, the Workers’, and the Temperance movements 
(cf. Rothstein & Trägårdh 2007). Later on it has also come to include CSOs from 
most corner of Swedish civil society. However, both then and now, one can say that 
folkrörelse largely equals a member-based association or a whole conglomerate of 
associations that often join together in larger federative structures that rest upon a 
common explicit ideological base. These often complex federative structures tend to 
offer everyone who wants to join a formal membership entitling its holder an equal 
right to participate in and contribute to the organization’s activities and its democratic 
governance structure (cf. Lundström and Wijkström 1997; Hvenmark 2008). 

For a CSO to fit the ideal of folkrörelse it is commonly prescribed that it among 
other things needs to be member-based, democratically governed, and have a clear 
ideological base. Real life CSOs that tends to be put on par with this ideal are 
generally also thought of as being transparent; open to everyone who wants to join; 
and dominated by the idea that every member counts as an equal owner or principal 
entitled to participate in everyting from concrete operations to the overarching 
governance of the organization (for more on the prescriptive ideals for so-called 
folkrörelse-organizations see e.g. Heckscher 1946/2010; Johansson 1980; Lundström 
& Wijkström 1997; and for a more critical approach towards the whole idea of 
folkrörelse see e.g. Micheletti 1995; Hvenmark and Wijkström 2004).  

In sum, it is in the crossroad where the above-described folkrörelse-tradition meet 
the more prescriptive ideas of what it is that constitute a folkrörelse-organization that 
the norms and values behind active membership has developed. As a support for the 
above-stated there is also an amazingly stable overarching pattern regarding forms for 
and degrees of civic participation in the Swedish population.  

Data from four national surveys covering 1992-2009 show that about 50 percent of 
the Swedish adult population is doing volunteer work on a regular basis and that this 
percentage has also been stable over the period. Further, in 2009 87,7 percent of all 
volunteers were members in the CSO they were volunteering for. So, volunteering is 
not declining in Sweden and the there is still a close connection between volunteering 
and membership, generally expressed as an active membership. The values finally, 
held by individuals, about the societal worth of volunteering and its place in society 
are besides some minor changes stable from the beginning of the 1990th, up to now. 
Consequently, most individuals in the Swedish population volunteer in the traditional 
way, where formal membership and volunteering seems to constitute two integral 
parts in the active membership. Thus, the overarching pattern when it comes to the 
population is that the folkrörelse-tradition is remarkably stable. 
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Nevertheless, even if they are small, it is today possible to discern indications of 
possible ruptures or transformations of this well-institutionalised and seemingly 
remarkably fixed way of understanding and enacting membership and volunteer work 
in Sweden. For example, younger people (18 – 25 year) are today to lesser degrees 
than before members in CSOs compared to other age groups (Svedberg, Jegermalm & 
von Essen 2010). An empirical example of these contemporary ruptures is the 
growing number of persons recruited to volunteer work through Volontärbyrån (The 
Volontarybureau, www.volontarbyran.se)  

Other parallel and thought-provoking developments that seems to be in motion 
suggest that the borders between civil society and the corporate world are becoming 
increasingly blurred, which, among many things implies that contemporary CSOs, 
both in Sweden and elsewhere, increasingly gets perceived as commercially driven 
corporations (cf. Wijkström & Einarsson 2006; von Essen & Åberg 2009) and that 
members in this development more and more becomes treated as customers to the 
CSOs they belong to (cf. Skocpol 2003; Hvenmark 2008, 2010). In close relation to 
the latter, many contemporary Swedish CSOs seems to be trying to complement the 
more traditional membership with new and novel offer for how to affiliate people. 
Among all the contemporary variants one can find on the Internet, Amnesty in 
Sweden invite us, beside a more traditional membership, for example, to become what 
they call text message-activists, which means that we, via our cell phones, can 
participate in campaigns, sign petitions and so forth without having to affiliate as a 
formal members.  

Although this puzzle still lacks pieces, the potential changes that seems to occur 
today is probably closely linked to simultaneous social trends, such as increased 
professionalization and commercialization, spanning across national borders and 
geographic boundaries and that apparently influence entire civil society contexts and 
their organizations (see e.g.; Chartrand 2004; Dart 2004; Eikenberry 2009; 
Eikenberry/Kluver 2004; Enjolras 2001; Skocpol 1999; Weisbrod 1998). Moreover, 
this leads us to believe that parallel processes, such as modernisation and 
individualisation, not necessarily must find their energy from below, at an individual 
level. Instead, and with support in more contemporary ideas about these 
developments, we believe that they just as well can be imposed from ‘above’, from 
either a meso or macro level where we find everything from managerial agendas and 
organizational policies to subsidy systems, political agendas, policies and juridical 
frameworks.  
 
3.3 Volunteering becoming institutional individualised 
Processes of modernisation and individualisation are presumably altering both civil 
society and civic participation (Hustinx 2003). Among scholars there is a widely held 
conviction that the structure of volunteering therefore is gaining fundamentally new 
qualities. Briefly, this conviction has a pessimistic interpretation, where volunteering 
is expected to decline or getting more episodic due to an increasing individualistic and 
egoistic lifestyle (e.g. Bellah et al 1985; Putnam 2000; Taylor 1993). There is, 
however, a more optimistic interpretation of the shift from collectivistic to 
individualistic values predicting that this shift may pave the road for new and 
alternative forms of civic participation (Beck & Soop 1997). 

The common assumption regarding modernisation and individualisation is that 
both stem from individuals’ subjective dispositions and preferences. For volunteering, 
this means that peoples’ willingness to get involved, more than before, primarily 
depends on identified personal interests and needs. This would, in its turn, imply an 
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increased instrumental view where the final goal becomes a mere pursuit of one’s 
own preferences and inclinations (Mesch, Tschirhart, Perry & Lee 1998). 
Furthermore, people who volunteer today are, from this perspective, also expected to 
demand more autonomy and freedom in relation to an organisation and seek more 
flexible forms of organisational affiliation than before (Hustinx 2010), which also is 
what supposedly nurture a need for new types of affiliations between individuals and 
organisations. According to Lorentsen & Hustinx (2007) this is a shift in which the 
will to submit to collective goals are replaced by demands for ‘products’. These 
authors also claim that this is where check-book activism surges and members 
becomes consumers. They also assert that this is where membership no longer means 
participation, but passive adherence (see also Skocpol 1999).  

Individualisation and modernisation, seen from this angle, becomes equivalent to 
processes of dis-embeddedment, where individuals leave collectivistic values and 
forms of participation. Yet, these dis-embedding processes will not necessarily end up 
in something like ‘the end of society’, since it is unlikely that society will disintegrate 
into atoms. Instead, it is more likely that new structures will emerge and replace older 
ones. A scientific challenge in relation to similar changes would be to seek for the 
counter forces, or re-embedding processes by which new social structures will come 
into sight and new forms of civic participation will be shaped and used.  

It is here assumed that managers and strategic leaders in CSOs partly can initiate 
these re-embedding processes. For example, in order to meet what generally is 
assumed to be a need among volunteers for more flexible solutions there are 
organisations that explicitly have started to apply more market- and corporate like 
recruitment activities in order to find the ‘right’ people (Meijs & Brudney 2007). This 
means that instead of talking about a growing independence of individuals 
(volunteers) it might be more accurate to understand processes like modernisation and 
individualisation as if they are altering the interdependence between individuals and 
their organisational and institutional environment (Hustinx 2010) – a perspective that 
paves the way for discussions on the concept of institutional individualisation. 

According to institutional individualisation, individualism is not something freely 
chosen, but imposed on the individual by modern institutions. Thus, the act of 
choosing is, from this perspective, not so much a matter of individual choices as it is a 
constant struggle between dominating social and cultural structures on one hand and 
personal preferences on the other. This process can, but not necessarily, result in 
changed attitudes on the level of individuals (Beck 2007). Further, individualisation is 
favoured and enforced; it means that individuals are considered as autonomous actors, 
as such modern institutions offer incentives for action. Since the individual is 
perceived as an autonomous actor and therefore more unpredictable there is also a 
need of coordination and disciplination of the volunteers (Handy & Srinivasan 2004). 
So, when organisations decide to alter the way they affiliate individuals they tend to 
invent new forms of relations that will make the civic participation predictable and 
controllable (Wagner 1992). This implies re-structuration, stemming from the “… 
ambivalent institutional environment in which these individuals are enabled and 
enforced to operate” (Hustinx 2010). 

This leads Hustinx to the use of the concept of institutionally individualised 
volunteering, where focus is laid upon new organisational forms and control 
structures that no longer have the collective but the individual as their prime frame of 
reference (Hustinx ibid). This concept rests on the assumption that individualisation is 
a macro-structural process that individuals has to deal with, which may result in 
changed attitudes (Beck 2007). Consequently, new organisational forms are primarily 
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not reflections of shifts in individuals’ values, but a result of changes that occur at 
“the cross-section between individual and institutional forces” (Hustinx 2010).  

In the present paper we shall use membership as such a cross-section phenomenon 
that enables us to study the re-embedding processes that presumably shape and re-
shape new forms of civic participation and social structures in Swedish civil society.  
 
 
4. Method and empirical data 
This paper brings together empirical data from two different, but closely interlinked 
research projects. Both these projects departed from and followed concurring 
onotological perspectives, i.e. social constructionism and phenomenology, and their 
respective empirical material were primarily based upon in-depth and semi-structured 
interviews. The first of these two projects1 (below referred to as the membership-
study) explores the perceived meaning of membership among top-level leaders in nine 
large and typical Swedish CSOs. The other2

 The membership-study was guided by the following research questions: How is 
membership perceived? What are the linkages between these perceptions and 
organizational structures and practices on one hand and the societal context on the 
other? The interviewees in this study represented the following nine well-known 
Swedish CSOs, which quite well fit the idea of the folkrörelse organization that was 
described in the analytical framework-section above (main organizational focus in 
parenthesis): the Mission Covenant Church of Sweden (religion); the Swedish 
Association of the Visually Impaired (handicap); the Swedish Red Cross (inter-
/national aid); the IOGT-NTO (abstentism/drug-prevention); the Teachers’ Union 
(unionism); The Union of Tenants (housing); the Swedish Football Association 
(sport); and the Co-operative Union (consumerism). The top-level leaders interviewed 
in this study occupied the following positions: highest elected representative, highest 
official, and a third category called chief ideologist. The main motive for interviewing 
people at these positions departs from the preferential right of interpretation that 
organizational leaders assumingly is ascribed, which tend to give their words and 
actions a certain weight and status both in- and outside the organization they 
represent.  

 project (below referred to as the 
volunteer-study) investigates the meaning fourty Swedish volunteers adhere to the 
voluntary work they were conducting. The data reported in this paper represents only 
a smaller fraction of the extensive empirical material on both membership and 
voluntary work that the above described studies contains. 

 The volunteer-study was guided by the overarching research question of what do 
voluntary work means to volunteers? The interviewees in this study were typical 
volunteers regarding age and socioecenonomic factors, despite the fact that 15 were 
men and 25 were women, wich does not reflect the composition of all the Swedes that 
conduct voluntary work. They were also typical with respect to both the volunteer 
work they performed and the organisational context where it took place. They 
represented four different organisations, and twelve of them were involved in 
environmental issues as members of the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation; 
another twelve conducted voluntary work as members of the Stockholm Chapter of 
Friends of the Earth Sweden; ten volunteered as soccer coaches and recreation leaders 

                                                 
1 Earlier published as Hvenmark 2008. 
2 Earlier published as von Essen 2008. 
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for a local club in a suburb to Stockholm; and the last six were involved in social 
action through the Red Cross in Sweden. 

The data used from these two studies is in part aimed at exposing the idea of active 
membership – i.e. the typical Swedish unification of membership, voluntary work, 
and citizensip into one strong, dominating and often taken for granted civic trinity. 
The ideas is also that the used data will expose a somewhat instrumental perspective 
regarding the affiliation of individuals with CSOs as well as introducing a possible 
transformation of the typical Swedish civic trinity, which lays the ground for the final 
analysis and discussion. 
  
 
5. Empirical findings 
 
5.1 No membership, no organization – no members, no folkrörelse 
A common way of making sense of contemporary Swedish civil society and enacting 
its organizations is intimately associated with the presence and perception of the 
concept of and practice related to membership (Lundström & Wijkström 1997). This 
conclusion goes well in hand with how the interviewed top-level leaders generally 
expressed themselves regarding the affiliation of members in their respective 
organization. One could even say that membership, from their perspective, constitutes 
a sort of essential organizational building block that makes certain CSOs legitimate 
while also giving them a unique character. Judging from the expressed perceptions 
one could also say that membership constitute a sort of raison d’être for CSOs that 
formally affilate members. Along this line of reasoning, most of the interviewed 
leaders claimed that their organization simply would cease to exist without members. 
This is, for example, what the chairman of the Teachers’ Union, the largest union for 
teachers in Sweden, concluded when she was asked if she could imagine her 
organization without members: 
 

/…/ is it possible to imagine the Teachers’ Union without its 
members? No. It’s not possible? No, then there is nothing. /…/ Nothing, 
and it is extremely important to be aware of that. We are nothing [without 
members]. And /…/ we only have members as long as we can deliver and be 
something they consider worth spending their money on. As soon as they 
think otherwise, we don’t have any members. And then there is no 
organization? No, then we don’t exist. Definitely not. 

 
Yet, not everyone was that categorical. Some reached the conclusion that if it were 
not for their members their organizations would still exist, but it would be very 
different. For example, from the perspective that it is the members that carry out most 
of the work in the Swedish Red cross, their chairman stated that they would not be 
able to conduct their activities without their members. And, he continued by saying: 

 
/…/ Let me put it this way, it won’t work with employees alone /…/. Then 

we would be like a public social welfare organization, which we are not.  

 
The last insight makes it possible to also discern that membership is perceived as 
adding distinctiveness to the organization, a topic many of the interviewed leaders 
touched upon. The next example, comes from the Social Democratic Party where the 
head of organization in mentioned the important aspect of affiliating many members 
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in order to continue being the kind of organization they want to be – a folkrörelse 
organization: 

 
/…/ we’ve taken the formal decision to have an organization building on many 
individual memberships. /…/ We want to be a folkrörelse party that unites many 
people. /…/ So, members are the foundation of the Party. 

 
When the same interviewee then was asked to expand upon what he further thought 
membership means for their organization he emphasized the fact that he perceived 
membership as the main rationale behind its entire existence. A statement he 
illustrated by resembling membership with how indispensable water is for boats and 
thereby the entire shipping industry. That is, boats without water are useless, and 
without functioning boats there cannot be a shipping industry. 
 
5.2 No organisation, no volunteering 
Similar to how the top-level leaders percieved the affiliation of members as a sort of 
organizational raison d’être, several of the interviewees in the voluntary-study 
construed the organisation in which they conducted their voluntary work as a 
necessery condition. This was expressed along two themes; first, by the CSO they 
handled the problem of anynomity and second, by the CSO they made a distinction to 
the private sphere. Before developing these themes further though, it deserves to be 
mentioned that the interviewees referred to CSOs as vehicles that bring likeminded 
persons together in order to coordinate their efforts so that they become even more 
powerful and effective than what single individuals can achieve on their own in 
society. Organisations’ ability to coordinate individuals comes, however, with a cost. 
Some volunteers expressed dissatisfaction with the fact that they, as individuals, 
became associated with ideologies and values they did not totaly agree with due to the 
fact they voluntered for specific organizations. Thus, while organisations brought 
individuals together into more powerful collectives it also meant that each individual 
felt less authentic. This is a common perspective through which organisational 
affiliation tends to be interpreted (Lindberg 2005).  
 Besides this perspective the organization, from the the interviewed volunteers point 
of view, also fullfills more profund functions for the volunteer work. To fully 
understand the importance of these more profund functions it has to be mentioned that 
the volunteers made a clear distinction between volunteering and informal efforts as 
care and help among friends and family members. They percieved it as essential to 
volunteering that it was aimed to change the wider society and to help people outside 
their private sphere. If this condition was not fullfilled they would perceive their 
volunteer work as trivial or as parts of reciprocal exchange networks (cf Musick & 
Wilson 2008). To avoid this risk they had to make a distinction between help or care 
in the private sphere and volunteering, and to do this “cultural work” (cf. DiMaggio 
1997) the CSO played an important role. This distinction resulted in two problems, 
first there was a problem of anonymity. A woman discussed how to be a good citizen: 

 
… it is hard to go out there and just be a good citizen without belonging to an 
association … I mean, it’s not enough that I go to the train station and look nice 
and say nice words. 

 
To be able to enact her good citizenship this woman expressed a necessity of 
belonging to a CSO that made her voluntary actions legitimate while also providing 
her with an identity as a volunteer. Through the organisation it is also possible for her 
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to help and address people she do not know because as an anonymous individual she 
cannot address strangers and offer them help because she expects that they will reject 
it. Belonging to a CSO as a member helps her handle the problem of anonymity. It is 
not awkward for a person to offer a stranger something if she does that as a member 
of an organisation. Thus, it is through the formal affiliation with a CSO that her 
voluntary work are granted access to and can have an impact in the wider society 
outside the private sphere. 

Many volunteers say that since volunteering are acts of compassion (cf. Wuthnow 
1991), it resemble caring for or help to friends and relatives. Because of this 
resemblance the volunteers emphasize that volunteering is something different than 
helping and carework since it is directed to the wider society. It is important that 
volunteering is something different than the reciprocal relations in the private sphere 
where people are supposed to repay favours. The organisation makes this distinction 
between caring in the private sphere and volunteering in the civil society possible. A 
woman speaks about actions through the organisation as something else than 
reciprocal relations in the private sphere. 

 
I think it is more linked to volunteering if there is any organisation or association 
involved than things I do to help other that I find out for my self. If I help my 
mother with her laundry, I’d probably not think it was volunteering. Why? I don’t 
know, it’s things you ought to do. 

 
Volunteering is something else than helping family members or friends, and the 
organisation makes this distinction, between the private sphere and the wider society, 
possible. One woman tries to explain where the private sphere ends and civil society 
begins and makes one of those fine distinctions in everyday life (Zerubavel 1991). 

 
It [to help one’s neighbour] is not an organised activity. Well, there I am a human 
being, and I find that valuable, but from a different perspective. 

 
To help and care in the private sphere appears to the interviewed volunteers to be a 
natural and therefore almost a trivial act. By being active through an organisation their 
actions are put into a wider context and sometime made more important. A woman 
talks about volunteering as being a part of a wider context than her individual life.  
 

There is a time-perspective /…/ I have worked with similar issues before I joined 
the organisation, and people will hopefully work with these issues within the 
organisation, so I will become a part of /…/ something bigger that will last. 

 
In sum, from the interviewed volunteers point of view, the organisation makes it 
possible for people to act as volunteers. First they can as representatives for a CSO 
address strangers in society. Since they can handle the problem with anonymity 
through the organisation their voluntary work also stretches out into the wider society. 
Second, by working through a CSO they are helped to separate and delimit 
volunteering from the private sphere. The organisation therefore makes a distinction 
possible between help and care among friends and family-members in the private 
sphere and put the volunteer work in a wider context, the civil society. Finally, the 
organisation is perceived as something bigger than the efforts of one individual, since 
it existed before the individual joined and will continue to last after her. From this, it 
is possible to interpret the affiliating CSO as an intermediary institution, which also is 
a common way to interpret the function of CSOs in society (Lindberg 2005).  
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 We assert, however, that CSOs, from a phenomenological perspective, can help 
people make distinctions in everyday life so that some actions, for example, can be 
categorised as help and care while others are categorised as volunteering. CSOs also 
makes it possible for individuals to brake free from the private sphere and enter the 
public domains in society where they can act and become active citizens in a wider 
societal context (Ahrne 1981). Member-base CSOs, seen from this perspective, 
becomes necessary for people to enact and activate their citizenship. Accordingly, 
from the perceptions of the interviewees in the voluntary-study one could also say that 
their organisational affiliation hereby becomes an intrinsic part of or container for the 
their will to participate in society and their connection as citizens with that society. 
 Bringing together the so far described perceptions among both the interviewed 
volunteers and top-level leaders gives a hint of the earlier mentioned and typical 
Swedish civic trinity that unites membership, voluntary work and citizenship. From 
these observations and the obvious link between membership and organization it is 
also possible to argue that membership in a Swedish context still constitute a 
necessary and vital container or vehicle for the voluntary work people are willing to 
conduct and thereby their participation in the broader society. In order to further 
enrich these conclusions, we will below show how membership is perceived in 
relation to more specific roles and functions that members are supposed to play and 
fulfil. 
 
5.2 Members Fulfilling the Role as Volunteers 
A common perspective among the leaders in the membership-study was that the more 
commitment and hands-on participation there is within a cadre of members, the more 
can both the members and the organization they belong to also expect to gain from 
each other. This more utilitarian interpretation of membership also implied that many 
leaders discussed membership in relation to different roles for members – a discussion 
that primarily departed from the rather dichotomous categorization of members as 
being either active or passive. 

Although this active/passive divide seldom seems to be admitted or employed 
officially in relation to Swedish CSOs, which some interviewees in this study also 
underlined, it is still one of the more commonly used ways of categorizing members 
in Sweden (cf. Peterson et al. 1989; Peterson et al. 1998; Vogel et al. 2003). Yet, what 
active or passive means more specifically is often left unspecified (see Lundström and 
Wijkström 1997 for an exception). In most cases it appears, instead, sufficient to say 
that the much-coveted activity among members point in the direction of someone 
who, in some way, participates in the activities of the organization he/she belongs to. 
Thus, it is generally not enough that a person contributes with a fee and reads official 
magazines and newsletters issued by affiliating CSO – one has to actually be there 
and do something concretely in order to be considered active. 
 The following citation from the interview with the party-secretary in the Social 
Democratic Party, is an illustration of this somewhat binary division classifying 
members as being either passive or active: 
 

(…)[we] have two types of membership. One is the supporting member, who 
joins because he/she wants to contribute without any further expectations or 
actual demands. (…) The other category (…) includes those who join because 
they actively want to take on a responsibility, and they are much more 
demanding as members. In order to maintain their membership, these latter 
members really want to take on full responsibility, feel that they are involved 
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and fully feel that they can justify internal decisions in front of friends and 
acquaintances. 

The general perception among the interviewed leaders was that active members also 
are desirable members, at the same time as the ratio between passive and active 
members were said to be as high as nine to one. If these numbers are correct implies 
that the vast majority of all affiliated members occupy a sort of residual position 
where they are considered to be passive. Yet, not everyone saw this matter similarly. 
This is, for example, how the chairman of the IOGT-NTO explained his view: 
 

Is it a problem that only 5-10 percent of your member cadre is active? It 
is of course desirable if more would be active, but we do not see those who 
are passive as a problem. Just from paying the fee they also constitute a great 
asset and resource. I mean, I fully understand if people want to commit 
themselves to different things in life /…/. Taking an active stand and 
committing oneself to temperance issues often implies a strong engagement 
for other social issues as well. 

 
From categorizing members as being either ‘passive’ or ‘active’ and using that as a 
reference point, several of the interviewed leaders then continued by linking 
membership with more specific roles and functions. Below we will take a closer look 
at three of them – the volunteer, the democratic governor, and the customer.3

 The fact that Swedish volunteers traditionally are both searched for and found 
among the members that CSOs affiliate (cf. Lundström & Wijkström 1997; 
Habermann 2001; Lundström & Svedberg 2003), gives at hand that membership 
almost per se includes the role of the volunteer. The following excerpt comes from 
the interview with the secretary general in the Football Association, who asserted that 
the million members they affiliate mean a lot due to the fact that he represented an 
“activity based organization”, in which there is a great and constant need for people 
who can commit themselves to participate in the activities of the organization. This is 
how he put it:  

 

 
/…/ the more members, the more people could also be expected to take an 
active part in our activities as players, trainers, organizers or as something 
else. And, the more active leaders and organizers, the more people could be 
engaged in playing football. So, it [the membership] is directly related to 
increased activity. 

 
Consequently, membership seems to imply volunteering, but does volunteers’ need of 
an organisation necessarily require membership? The interviewed volunteers hardly 
touched upon the topic of membership in their interviews. But some of them made a 
clear distinction between an organisation and a more loosely composed interest group. 
For example, a woman, involved in one of the environmental organisations is in the 
following account elaborating on the nature of a CSO. 
 

There is a difference between a CSO and /…/ then it really has to be 
organised. Or, I mean, there are interest groups, or what to call it, that evolves 
because of a specific issue. /…/ Like “Save our forest” ha, ha, ha, then it is 
really local and you really feel for that issue, and you are probably personally 
concerned …  

 

                                                 
3 See Hvenmark (2008) for more details regarding these and other member roles and 
functions. 
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Formal organization is one thing and more informal groups are something else. 
Judging from the so far-stated membership, in a Swedish context, seems to imply this 
formal perception of an organization. A man, involved in the football club, touches 
upon this when he explains the existence of CSOs. 
 

That’s why there are CSOs. To organize what you are doing. I play with my 
mates out at the lawn, playing football, and it is fun. But as soon as you shall 
arrange a football match against anybody, then the organization is necessary. 

 
According to these volunteers, there is a difference between more informal or 
temporary groups and CSOs. Although membership hardly was explicitly touched 
upon in the interviews with the volunteers, many implied that a distinction between 
temporary groups and formally organized CSO cuts across membership. Neither did 
volunteers talk about a need of being more loosely connected to CSOs, nor did 
anyone mention alternative and more flexible forms of organisational affiliation as a 
precondition for conducting voluntary work.  
 Another important role that most leaders associated with membership derives from 
the fact that the members are the ones that formally have the ultimate say in the CSO 
they belong to, which leads to the final part of this empirical section. 
 
5.4 Today: Democratic Governors – Tomorrow: Profitable Customers 
A common perception of membership among the interviewed leaders in the 
membership-study was its relation to democracy and the commonly applied 
representative democratic governance system in many Swedish CSOs, in which, 
members fulfil the role of democratic governors. Below follows an illustrative quote 
from the interview with the director of the Mission Covenant Church in Sweden: 
 

/…/ in order to take decisions on economy; to be able to grant discharge to a 
board; or to elect a chairman it is necessary with a membership that in a strict 
legal sense entitles someone the right to take part in the processes of making 
decisions. This is why the member is so important, /…/ [and] as long as we 
have this order we must continue to encourage people to become members. 

 
And, this is how the chairman of the IOGT-NTO described the relation between 
affiliated members and the representative democratic governance system of the CSO 
he represented: 

 
/…/ the decisions are influenced through the representative system. As 
member of the association, [one can influence] the decisions, but as a member 
one can also influence who is going to act as envoy at the district meeting, 
and, thus who will be electing delegates for the national congress. One could 
say there is a chain, a representative chain, /…/ from the member of the 
association to the highest decision-making body of the federation. 

 
This connection between membership and democracy inside the CSOs is also found in 
the interviews with the volunteers, but from their perspective. As a member one has 
access to meetings where one can makes one’s voice heard. 
 In order to bring this empirical section to a closure we would like to show how the 
above-discussed typically Swedish civic trinity might be prone to change. We shall do 
this by contrasting the earlier mentioned member roles with a seemingly new and 
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different function for members to fulfil – the customer – which only a few 
interviewed leaders in the membership-study mentioned.  
 The fact that members today also are being perceived as fulfilling a role as 
customers in relation to the CSOs they belong to is probably not only connected to the 
earlier mentioned trend of individualisation, but also growing and parallel tendencies 
tending to make CSOs increasingly more professionalised and commercialised on par 
with the fact that more and more of these organisations, both in Sweden and 
elsewhere, also tend to introduce business-like ideas and behaviours (Lorentzen 2001; 
Skocpol 2003; Hvenmark 2009, 2010).  
 One of the leaders in the membership-study who reasoned along these lines was 
the ideologist in the Football Association who identified a growing tendency among 
their federated clubs and associations to both commercialize and to organize their 
activities in the form of profit-driven companies. A state of affairs that seems to 
resonate with how large parts of the world of sport has developed outside Sweden (cf. 
Carrington and McDonald 2009), where both professional and non-professional sport 
activities are more than ever organized around ideas of markets while being 
increasingly financed through for-profit corporations and private interests than 
through loosely coupled community solutions and non-commercial associations. 
Apart from seeing that this could lead to a situation where corporations, in an ever-
increasing tempo, would take over single associations, the ideologist in the Football 
Association continued to speculate how these developments also seem to entertain the 
idea that members, via the mere act of affiliating with an organization, involve 
themselves in some kind of market-like relations and transactions, and that they 
thereby steadily come closer to inhabiting the position and function of regular 
customers.  

Below follows a quote from the interview with this ideologist, who, from his vast 
experience of having been with the organization since the early 1950s, here conveys 
an interesting picture of this development by describing how members progressively 
have become customers. This passage also displays how the tendency to 
commercialize has resulted in an introduction and establishment of a sort of intra-
organizational market-like logic and behaviour. That is, the general self-image in the 
organization is that it has become a producer and seller of goods and services that its 
prime customers – i.e. the members – are supposed to buy. Also noteworthy in this 
quote is how the described development also seems to result in a more 
professionalized and bureaucratized organization. This is made explicit through an 
increased internal emphasis on the work of officials and other salaried employees, but 
also through a reduced significance of members’ participation in and influence on the 
internal life of their organizations. 

 
/…/ I believe the changes that I can see started in the 1950s are applicable to 
most Swedish civil society associations. /…/ As a member in an association, 
you were earlier more involved in the course of action. During the past few 
years, the situation is more that you buy a service through your membership. 
In most associations one meets fellow members through activities planned 
and managed by others. One participates, becomes relatively satisfied and 
leaves. No one expects more of a membership. In most cases, no one even 
asks if they could be of any help in the internal life of the organization. /…/ 
Insurance for injuries caused during practice is included in the membership 
offered by all sport organizations. Thus, individual members buy a service 
entailing a sport activity, rent for the premises, organizers and insurances. 
One participates and is content with that. /…/ Most people rarely, if ever, take 
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part in the internal life of the organization, which is handed over to officials 
and a few enthusiastic board members. 

 
This perhaps pessimistic perspective on peoples’ willingness to volunteer stands in 
stark contrast to how the interviewed volunteers in the football club described their 
voluntary work. For them, it was crucial that the club is not a for-profit organisation. 
While being explicitly reluctant to buy services they also claimed that they want to get 
involved and influence important decisions regarding, for example, training methods 
or coaches. This strong rejection of market solutions was also made explicit by 
several other interviewees in the volunteer-study.  
 Another apparent result from that study was also the clearly made differences 
between the role as volunteer on one hand and roles commonly associated with 
remuneration and money, such as employee and customer. When CSOs adopt market 
solutions the inclination for people to engage in voluntary work is apparently 
weakened, which could even end up in cynical interpretations.  
 The sharp separation between voluntary work and paid work was a common 
feature among in the volunteer-study. Several interviewees emphasized the 
importance that their voluntary work was not monetary remunerated, mainly because 
it would put their authenticity at risk. A man elaborates on the risks in making a 
career. 
 

There is a risk [with renumeration] that one becomes corrupt. Because if 
one’s position is threatened in some way then perhaps one, slowly and 
unconsciously, is willing to make some concessions.  

 
Thus, voluntary work is something different than gainful employment since voluntary 
work is not threatened by the predicaments that come with employment, as career 
ambitions and social status. According to the interviewee above he indicates that he, 
as a volunteer, can preserve his authenticity as long as there is no money or position 
that force or tempt him to give up his ideal and identity. Moreover, the interviewees 
concluded that it is important that voluntary work is separated from money because 
money awakens suspicion regarding people’s sincerity. One of the interviewees 
expressed this when she described volunteers by saying that  “you know that they 
[volunteers]don’t do it for profit, but for their convictions”. 
 
There is a stark contrast between the interviewed leaders who worries for a decline in 
the will to volunteer and the volunteers willingness to volunteer. Since there have 
been a remarkably stable amount of volunteers among the Swedish population during 
the last two decades the worries for a weakened volunteering seem to be uncalled for.  
 
 
6. Discussion 
 
6.1 A Civic Trinty in transformation, so what? 
Our aim was to explore how a shift from more traditional and institutionalised ways 
of perceiving membership and voluntary work into new, more flexible, forms of 
organisational affiliation may affect the conditions for active citizenship in the 
Swedish context. To our help we have drawn upon empirical data  from two in-depth 
studies ,where one is focused on how organisational elites perceive membership and 
the other on volunteers perceive their own voluntary work.  
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 The empirical sections above not only establish the typical Swedish civil trinity 
that unites membership, voluntary work, and active citizenship, they also help us 
perceive how this taken for granted phenomenon in Sweden might be transforming. 
Judging from what some interviewees conclude we have also seen how central the 
formal affiliation of members seems to be for the structuration and organisation of 
collective action in Swedish civil society. The fundamental and almost inseparable 
link between membership and voluntary work in this context has also been 
demonstrated.  
 This link is apparently not only significant because of enormous great need for 
volunteers among many Swedish CSOs, but also because people who commit 
themselves to voluntary work seem to need an organisation both to legitimate their 
actions and to be able to realize themselves as citizens by reaching out beyond the 
private sphere and into to the wider society through voluntary work. And, in order for 
that to happen they need to affiliate as members with a CSO, which makes 
membership a crucial container for their will to do some ‘good’ in society.  
 Our theoretical point of departure that understand individualisation as changing 
interdependence between individuals and their organisational and institutional 
environment turned out to be very productive. Individualisation from above becomes 
almost palpable in the way some CSO leaders seems prone to open to up for more 
flexible forms of organisational affiliation. This stands in a stark contrast to how 
volunteers make a clear distinction between gainful employment and voluntary work 
where they can enact their authenticity.  
 Furthermore, individualisation in the Swedish civil society does not seem to 
emanate only from individual values. The membership is an example of the cross-
section between individual and institutional forces and can therefore be described as a 
“battleground of individualisation”.  
 These results can indicate that new forms of volunteering, for example, check book 
activism or when people become seen and treated as customers to CSOs, comes from 
the individualisation from “above”. This could be a misunderstanding on behalf of 
CSO leaders regarding the importance of membership, both as a basic organising 
factor and as a vital sensemaking container for civic participation.  
 Without any intention of answering them at this point, we would here like to bring 
our paper to a closure for now by suggesting a few open questions. 
What will happen if this ‘container’, aka the membership, will be transformed into 
something else? What would happen with our construal of voluntary work and beliefs 
in an active citizenship if membership increasingly becomes perceived and treated as 
a customer relation based on the idea that people choose a CSO out of primarily self-
centred, utilitarian, and economic reasons instead of preferring to see this as 
belonging to a community; sensing solidarity with and being committed to a cause or 
a certain social group, and embracing ideas, principles, and practices related to 
democracy? What would such a development imply for how a civil society such as the 
Swedish ditto is structured and organised? How would this kind of development affect 
not only our values and ideas regarding the mere existence of civil society, but also 
how we then would prefer to re-enact and fill this entire societal sphere with 
meaning? 
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